
Our team of professional organizers (typically teams of 2 – 6, depending on the size of the home) quickly turn your 
executive’s house into a comfortable new home and alleviate the stress of a household in disarray. The boxes are 
unpacked and belongings are put away in cabinets, closets, and drawers plus the kitchen is fully functioning on the 
first day! Many companies offer organizing services as a way to make the relocation process easier on the executive 
and their families moving into the area. Professional unpacking and organizing services provide immediate focus on 
their new job responsibilities, the time to establish new friendships within their community, and room to breathe. 

Decluttering before a move is a great time to let go of things that have outlived their usefulness and it lightens the 
load when moving and unpacking. Our experienced team of organizers will guide your executive through the editing 
process and coordinate donations and or trash removal of their unwanted items. Fewer items to move means lower 
moving costs.

PRE-MOVE: DISCARD & DONATE

Simply Organized provides your executive with an experienced team of packers and provides all the necessary 
supplies. We use our skills to ensure each box is packed safely and securely. Their precious belongings will arrive at 
their home in the same condition they left them.

PACKING: STAY ORGANIZED DURING THE MOVE

Once all the boxes have been delivered to your employees’ new home, they don’t have anything to worry about! For 
professionals and families in transition, our team unpacks and organizes the contents of their moving boxes in a 
matter of hours. Getting settled in quickly means your executive can concentrate on work responsibilities, meeting 
the new neighbors, and resuming their normal routines. We will analyze the space in their new home, compare it 
against what they have, and establish a place for everything using best practice organizing principles.  Plus, all 
packing materials are stacked in an organized manner for easy pickup.

UNPACKING: GET BACK TO WORK SOONER

Packing • Unpacking • Organizing
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heather@simplyorganizedyou.com



Pre-Move Packing Un-Packing
Our pre-move services are 

designed to reduce the size of 
the household good shipments 

and save money. 

Moving is a very stressful time 
for most people. Let Simply 

Organized handle the packing 
and take the stress off your 

executive.

Our post-move unpack and 
put-away services help families 
get settled more quickly so they 
can get back to work and their 

routines.

Packing • Unpacking • Organizing

This package includes:  
• 2-3 organizers for approximately 4 hours each 
• Setting up your kitchen, including putting away all dishes, glassware and cookware. 
• Placing clothing in closets and dressers, making beds in the new home. 
• Breaking down moving boxes, packing paper and other supplies.

This package includes Gold Level package, plus:  
• 1-2 additional organizers for 4-6 hours each 
•  Unpacking all rooms in your home 

Services include Platinum Level package, plus:  
• 1-2 additional organizers for 4-6 hours each 
• Unpacking all rooms in their home 
• Micro-organization of the master closet, kitchen & master bath (drawer organization) and pantry 

PLATINUM LEVEL PACKAGE

DIAMOND LEVEL PACKAGE

GOLD LEVEL PACKAGE
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